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Nestlé Healthy Rewards Earned QRC  

Q: How can I tell if I have earned the full reward for my Healthy Rewards?  

A:  You would log into your Carefirst.com/sharecare account then navigate to the Healthy Rewards section:  

Achieve > Rewards > Healthy Rewards Incentive Program  

 For step 1 you would see a green checkmark beside “Take the Real Age Test” 

              

For step 2 you would see a green checkmark   beside “Complete a screening” OR beside 1 Challenge or Health 

Coaching PLUS 1 green checkmark beside Headspace (employee only) or by the Flu Shot option.  

 

You will not earn more than $200 for completing multiple challenges or a challenge plus health coaching. You will also 

not earn more than $50 for completing both flu shot plus Headspace (employee only). 
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Q: Can I complete all options under step 2 to earn the full reward?  

A:  No, step 2 is capped at $250 so you must choose what actions you would like to take in order to complete that step 

plus step 1 of taking the Health Assessment to earn the remaining $250 for the full reward.  

 

Q:  If I complete two $200 activities under step 2, do I earn the full $250 reward for that step? 

A:  No, you can only earn credit for one $200 activity, you must confirm you received your flu shot or enrolled in 

Headspace (employee only) for the remaining $50. 
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Q: If I complete both $50 activities under step 2, would I earn $100 for step 2?  

A: No, you can only earn credit for one $50 activity, you must complete a $200 activity in order to earn any additional 

rewards under step 2. 

 

Q:  I have already hit the maximum of $250 under step 2, Can I still join challenges or coaching? 

A:  Yes, you can still join challenges and/or coaching in order to help with your wellbeing goals BUT you will NOT earn 

additional rewards. 

 


